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1. Introduction

The band gaps of the III–nitrides are large and direct, which are 0.7 eV for InN, 3.4 eV for GaN, and 6.2 eV for AlN (Jain et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2002), consequently there are many areas where conventional semiconductors including Si and GaAs cannot be used. For example, short wavelength light emitters are required for full color display, high density information storage, and underwater communication. However, III–nitrides are particularly suitable for applications in these areas. A great success in device applications has been obtained so far, including the realization of high brightness blue GaN based light emitting diodes (LED) and long lifetime GaN based laser diodes (LD) (Nakamura, 1998). On the other hand, III-nitrides are one of the most promising materials for the fabrication of high-sensitivity visible-blind (λ≤365nm) and solar-blind (λ≤280nm) ultraviolet (UV) photodetectors, which have extensive applications in flame detection, secure space-to-space communication, and ozone layer monitoring. Various types of GaN-based photodetectors have been realized, including p-i-n and Schottky barrier photodetectors, solar-blind ultraviolet photodetector focal plane arrays, and UV avalanche photodiodes (McClintock et al., 2005; Zhao et al. 2007a; Cicek et al., 2010). The fabrication of GaN-based photodetectors were reviewed in some articles previously (Muñoz et al., 2001). Since the quality of GaN materials plays a key role in determining the performance of GaN UV photodetectors, in this chapter, firstly the growth and properties of GaN materials are introduced, then the device technology and fabrication are presented, finally a conclusion is drawn.

2. GaN material growth and ultraviolet photodetector’s fabrication

The GaN-based materials used for device applications investigated in this chapter are grown on the c-plane sapphire substrate by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). The ammonia (NH₃), trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylaluminum (TMAI) and Silane (SiH₄) have been used as N, Ga, Al, and Si precursors, respectively. H₂ has been used as the carrier gas. The quality of the thin films is mainly characterized by the double x-ray diffraction (DCXRD) and photoluminescence (PL). The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of DCXRD Ω-scan rocking curves is obtained using a Rigaku SLX-1AL x-ray diffractometer. A 325 nm He–Cd laser is employed as excitation light in the measurement of the PL spectra.
2.1 Material growth for GaN based UV photodetectors

Many attempts were made to synthesize GaN crystals during the period 1930–1960, but good quality crystals could not be grown for a long period of time, mainly because there are large lattice mismatch and thermal mismatch between the III–nitrides and widely-used heteroepitaxial substrates (Jain et al., 2000). The beginning of the growth of good quality epilayers was made by the two-step method (Amano et al., 1986; Nakamura, 1991). In the following, we will firstly introduce the MOCVD growth of GaN epilayers, then the AlGaN growth will be discussed with the parasitic reaction between the TMAI and NH₃ in MOCVD, finally the defects and related yellow luminescence of GaN films are studied.

2.1.1 GaN material growth using the two-step method

The two-step growth method of GaN epilayer with low-temperature AlN buffer layers by MOCVD is studied. (Zhao et al., 2004). The growth procedure is as follows: Firstly the AlN buffer layer is grown on sapphire substrate at 600°C and annealed in a temperature ramp, then a GaN epilayer about 2.5 µm thick is deposited on the AlN buffer layer at 1080°C. The real-time in situ optical reflectivity measurements are employed to monitor the whole growth stages of GaN materials.

Fig. 1 shows the traces of in situ optical reflectivity measured from the two GaN epilayers samples A and B grown on a 20 nm thick AlN buffer layer with different annealing processes during the temperature elevation after the growth of low-temperature AlN buffer layer. The annealing time of AlN buffer layer used in the growth of two samples A and B are 1000 second and 300 second, respectively. In Fig. 1(a) and (b), two traces are divided into three parts corresponding to three growth stages of GaN deposit on low-temperature AlN buffer layer as follows: (i) the low-temperature AlN buffer layer deposition, (ii) temperature ramp and anneal of the AlN buffer layer, (iii) the growth of GaN epilayers. The differences in the surface evolution processes during the growth of samples A and B are observed. In the initial growth stage of sample A where GaN epilayer is deposited on AlN buffer layer with a 1000 second annealing time, the surface of GaN layer becomes rough and the intensity of the in situ optical reflectivity decreases, then the surface of GaN layer turns to be optically smoother step by step, it means the lateral growth and coalescence of GaN islands emerge (Han et al., 1997), at last the quasi two-dimensional growth of GaN layer occurs. An oscillation of the reflectivity intensity with large and equal amplitude is well observed. However, the growth procedures of sample B deposited on AlN buffer layer with a 300 second annealing time shows a different kind of trace in Fig. 1(b). The surface roughing of GaN islands does not clearly appear. There is nearly no change in the intensity of in situ optical reflectivity during the starting period of the growth of GaN epilayer, as shown by the arrow in Fig. 1(b). As shown in Table 1, sample A has a narrower FWHM of x-ray rocking curve and a higher electron mobility, it seems that the longer annealing time of low-temperature AlN buffer layer promotes a lateral growth of GaN islands, and the quality of GaN epilayers is improved. It also suggests that the lateral growth of GaN islands is helpful to decrease the edge threading dislocations, since the FWHM of x-ray ω-scan rocking curve for (0002) and (10-12) planes represents indirectly the density of screw and edge threading dislocations (Heying et al., 1996; Heinke et al., 2000).
Table 1. Growth condition and characterization result of GaN samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>AlN Buffer layer Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>XRD FWHM (arcmin)</th>
<th>Electron Mobility (cm²/Vs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A · E</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. The traces of in situ optical reflectivity measurements for the three stages in the whole growth process of GaN epilayers on low-temperature AlN buffer layer with different annealing time: (a) 1000 s (b) 300 s.

It is found that not only the annealing time, but also the thickness of low-temperature AlN buffer layer has an enormous influence on the quality of GaN epilayers. The traces of in situ optical reflectivity measured from GaN epilayers growth on low-temperature AlN buffer layer with different thickness are shown in Fig. 2(a)-(d), where the dashed lines denote the start of GaN epilayers growth. For the four samples, the same 1000 second annealing time of low-temperature-grown AlN is employed but the thickness of low-temperature AlN buffer layer is different. They are 45nm, 30nm, 20nm, and 16nm for sample C, D, E (where sample E and sample A is the same sample with different names) and F, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that there exist a lot of differences in the reflectivity curves measured during the initial stage of the growth process of GaN epilayers. Nearly no any growth of GaN islands (surface roughing process in the initial growth stage) and their coalescence (lateral growth) is observed in the starting period of growth process of sample C which is deposited on the 45 nm AlN buffer layer. There is a little growth of GaN islands and their coalescence in the
growth process of sample D which is deposited on the 30 nm AlN buffer layer. With thinner AlN buffer layer, however, the obvious lateral growth of GaN islands is observed in the growth process for sample E, as shown in Fig. 2 (c). The growth process of sample F is stopped as shown in Fig. 2(d), indicating that the AlN buffer layer is too thin to lead to the coalescence of GaN islands and to start a quasi two-dimensional growth. In this case the quality of GaN epilayers becomes very bad. As shown in Table 1, the optimal thickness of AlN buffer layer in this growth condition is around 20 nm. A too thick or too thin AlN buffer layer will lead to the deteriorated quality of GaN epilayers.

In order to gain further insight to the effect of AlN buffer layer on the quality of GaN layers, three AlN buffer layers a, b, and c with growth stopped just before the growth of high temperature GaN epilayers (indicated by arrow in Fig. 1(a), (b) and Fig. 2(a)] are prepared and examined by atomic force microscopy (AFM). These AlN buffer layers are grown under the same growth conditions as those in samples A, B, and C, i.e. a (1000 second annealing, 20 nm thickness), b (300 second annealing, 20 nm thickness), and c (1000 second annealing, 45 nm thickness), respectively. The surface morphology of these AlN buffer layers is shown in Fig. 3(a), (b) and (c), respectively. They are quite different, and the sample a has the largest grain size and the lowest nuclei density as shown in Fig. 3. It is known that the GaN epilayer A which is grown on the AlN buffer layer a has the best quality, implying that the quality of GaN epilayers is closely related to the surface morphology of AlN buffer layer. Because the GaN islands in the initial growth stage will coalesce quickly if the AlN buffer layer has small grain size and high nuclei density, as a result, a lot of formed dislocations will go through the GaN epilayers, leading to a deteriorated quality. On the

Fig. 2. The traces of in situ optical reflectivity measurements for the whole growth process of GaN epilayers on low-temperature AlN buffer layer with the same 1000 s annealing time and different thickness: (a) 45 nm, (b) 30 nm, (c) 20 nm, (d) 16 nm. The dashed lines denote the start of GaN epilayer’s growth.
other hand, the quality of GaN epilayers deposit on AlN buffer layer with large grain size and low nuclei density will be much better, since the lateral growth and coalescence of GaN islands will be prolonged, which leads to an increased volume of defect-free columnar domains and improve the crystal quality (Han et al., 1997). Of course, when the AlN buffer layer has too large grain size and too low nuclei density, it will take a too long time for the lateral growth of GaN islands, the quality of GaN epilayers will also become bad. Therefore, it is concluded that the quality of GaN epilayers is dependent on the grain size and the nuclei density of AlN buffer layer. A long time annealing and a suitable thickness of AlN buffer layer are very important to the growth of high quality GaN epilayers.

Besides the growth condition of low-temperature AlN buffer layer, the V/III ratio in the initial growth stage has an important influence on the quality of a GaN epilayer grown by MOCVD, and the quality of GaN epilayer could be improved by employing a lower V/III ratio in the initial growth stage and intentionally prolonging the island coalescence process (Zhao et al., 2007b, 2009a). After optimizing the growth conditions, high-mobility MOCVD-grown n-type GaN films of about 4 µm in thickness were reported (Zhao et al., 2006a). The electron mobility at room temperature was as high as 1005 cm²/Vs at an electron concentration of 1.1×10¹⁶ cm⁻³. Fig. 4 shows the Hall measurement results of high quality GaN samples. This is one of the best values reported for GaN films grown by MOCVD.

Fig. 4. The temperature-dependent electron mobility (solid square) and concentration (open circle) of high quality n-type GaN sample. The electron mobility at room temperature was as high as 1005 cm²/Vs at an electron concentration of 1.1×10¹⁶ cm⁻³.
2.1.2 Parasitic reaction between TMAl and NH\textsubscript{3} in MOCVD

AlGaN materials are important for producing solar-blind ultraviolet photodetectors. However, the parasitic reaction of TMAl and NH\textsubscript{3} occurring in the vapor phase is much more serious than that of TMGa and NH\textsubscript{3} (Mihopoulos et al, 1998), and it has an important influence on the growth of AlGaN materials. We will discuss parasitic reaction of TMAl and NH\textsubscript{3} in MOCVD and study how to reduce its effect in this section (Zhao et al., 2006b).

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the growth rate of AlN at different reactor pressure of 50, 200 and 500 Torr in MOCVD system, respectively. It is found that with the increase of growth temperature, the growth rate of AlN increase slowly when the reactor pressure is as small as 50 Torr, while it instead decreases with increasing growth temperature if the reactor pressure is raised to 200 Torr, and it decreases even more rapidly if the reactor pressure is 500 Torr. Usually it is difficult to grow AlN material at low temperature because of the difficulty of decomposing NH\textsubscript{3}. However, the growth rate of AlN at high growth temperature is much slower than at low temperature when a relatively high reactor pressure is adopted during the growth. Such abnormal growth rate dependence on growth temperature is attributed to the parasitic effect of NH\textsubscript{3} and TMAl. It is known that there is a boundary layer above the substrate in the reaction chamber, and the gas precursors have a residence time in the MOCVD process. The process related to parasitic reaction of TMAl and NH\textsubscript{3} in the vapor phase can be described as follows (Mihopoulos et al, 1998),

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Al(CH}_3\text{)}_3 + \text{NH}_3 & \rightarrow \text{Al(CH}_3\text{)}_3\text{.NH}_3 \\
\text{Al(CH}_3\text{)}_3\text{.NH}_3 & \rightarrow \text{Al(CH}_3\text{)}_2\text{.NH}_2 + \text{CH}_4 \\
n\text{Al(CH}_3\text{)}_2\text{.NH}_2 & \rightarrow \{\text{Al(CH}_3\text{)}_2\text{.NH}_2\}_n \text{, where } n\geq 3 \\
2\text{Al(CH}_3\text{)}_2\text{.NH}_2 & \rightarrow \{\text{Al(CH}_3\text{)}_2\text{.NH}_2\}_2 \rightarrow \text{AlN particles} \\
\{\text{Al(CH}_3\text{)}_2\text{.NH}_2\}_3 & \rightarrow \text{AlN particles}
\end{align*}
\]

During the growth, the AlN particles formed by parasitic reaction according to the equation (4) and (5) are carried away from the deposition zone and do not contribute to the growth (Mihopoulos et al, 1998). It is reported that the dimers (i.e. \{Al(CH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}.NH\textsubscript{2}\}_2) have sufficient energy to lose methyl groups to form AlN particles at high temperature (Mihopoulos et al, 1998). Therefore, if parasitic reaction plays an important role, much more AlN particles will be engendered with the increase of growth temperature, and the growth rate of AlN will decrease. Such effect is significant under a high reactor pressure. However when the reactor pressure is as low as 50 Torr, the surface kinetically-limited mechanism is competed with the gas phase parasitic reaction and becomes dominated, the growth rate of AlN is expected to increase with the growth temperature as is expected. From the experimental result it is deduced that the parasitic reaction depends on the reactor pressure besides the growth temperature, i.e. it dominates when the reactor pressure is 200 Torr and 500 Torr, and is less significant at 50 Torr. It is reasonable that the chance for TMAl and NH\textsubscript{3} to come into contact increases at higher reactor pressures, and the formation of trimers (i.e. \{Al(CH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}.NH\textsubscript{2}\}_3) and higher n-mers(\{Al(CH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}.NH\textsubscript{2}\}_n for n>3) is enhanced by the increasing reactor pressure, as a result, the parasitic reaction between TMAl and NH\textsubscript{3} becomes weak at a low reactor pressure.
The dependence of the AlN growth rate on the flux of NH$_3$ is also studied, and a very interesting phenomena are observed as shown in Fig. 6. It is found that whatever the other growth parameters are taken, the growth rate of AlN always decreases with the increase of the flux of NH$_3$ in the range shown in Fig. 6. The parasitic reaction is expected to be responsible for the phenomena. It has been reported that NH$_3$ can reduce the potential energy barrier of trimers and higher n-mers formation (Nakamura et al., 2000). Therefore, with the increase of the flux of NH$_3$, the quantities of trimers and higher n-mers which do not contribute to the growth will increase, and the growth rate of AlN will decrease. It is found that the growth temperature has an effect on the changing speed of growth rate with increasing flux of NH$_3$. The data measured at 800 °C and 540 °C are denoted by squares and circles respectively in Fig.6. It can be seen that the growth rate of AlN decreases rapidly at higher growth temperature, which supports the conclusion that higher growth temperature enhances parasitic reaction as suggested by the result of Fig. 5. In addition, with the increase of the flux of NH$_3$, parasitic reaction is enhanced at higher growth temperature, therefore the growth rate of AlN decreases rapidly. On the other hand, the variation of the growth rate with respect to the flux of NH$_3$ is also influenced strongly by the reactor pressure, as shown by the two curves in the lower part of Fig. 6 which are measured at the flux of 500 Torr and 50 Torr, respectively. It indicates that at a higher reactor pressure, more trimers and higher n-mers are formed with the increase of NH$_3$ flux due to parasitic reaction. As a result, the growth rate of AlN decreases more rapidly with the increase of NH$_3$ flux. Taking the above result into account, it is concluded that the parasitic reaction can be reduced by decreasing the growth temperature, reactor pressure and the flux of NH$_3$.

The further research results confirm that low reactor pressure can weaken parasitic reactions and lead to a higher Al content in AlGaN film (Deng et al., 2011). On the other hand, the enhancement of the surface mobility of Al is especially important for high quality AlGaN layers (Zhao et al., 2006b, 2008a). The migration-enhanced MOCVD is intended to carry on for improving the surface dynamic behavior of Al atoms in the growth (Zhang et al., 2002).
2.1.3 Yellow luminescence and related defects in GaN materials

There are many problems of GaN materials are still hung in controversy till now. It is well-known that there is a yellow luminescence band centered at 2.2–2.3 eV in the PL spectra of GaN. The mechanism behind it is still under disputation (For example, see Reschikov & Morkoc, 2005). We find that the edge dislocations play an important role in enhancing the yellow luminescence of n-type GaN samples (Zhao et al., 2006d).

Fig. 7. Room temperature PL spectra of GaN samples A, B, and C of series I, which have the same Si doping, where the intensity of the near-band-edge luminescence peak at 3.42 eV is normalized.

Two series of GaN samples were prepared in our experiment. There were ten GaN samples in series I, where different growth conditions were used but the same SiH$_4$ flux of 0.72 nmol/min was employed during the materials growth. Fig. 7 shows the room
temperature (RT) PL spectra of three typical samples, A, B, and C in this series. The DCXRD characterization results of these three samples are listed in Table 2. As shown in Fig. 7, the broad band centered at 2.3 eV is the yellow luminescence. The undulations of the yellow luminescence band are formed by light interference. The intensity of the near-band-edge luminescence peak at 3.42 eV is normalized for the three PL spectra in Fig. 7. The integrated intensity ratios of the yellow luminescence band to the near-band-edge emission ($I_{YL}/I_{BE}$) are 2.14, 1.20, and 0.27 for samples A, B, and C, respectively. As shown in Table 2, sample A has the widest DCXRD FWHM at the (102) plane, and sample C has the narrowest DCXRD FWHM at the (102) plane. Correspondingly, sample A has the most intense yellow luminescence band, while sample C has the least. The relative intensity of yellow luminescence band seems to be strongly dependent on the FWHM at the (102) plane. The solid square symbols in Fig. 8 show the dependence of the $I_{YL}/I_{BE}$ value on the DCXRD FWHM at the (102) plane for all the ten samples of series I. The figure clearly indicates that the relative intensity of the yellow luminescence band increases as the DCXRD FWHM at the (102) plane increases. However, we have also found that the relative intensity of yellow luminescence exhibits a random fluctuation when the DCXRD FWHM at the (002) plane increases (not shown here). It has been reported that the GaN samples with narrower DCXRD FWHM at the (002) plane have lower screw dislocation densities, while the GaN samples with narrower FWHM at the (102) plane have lower edge dislocation densities (Heying et al., 1996; Heinke et al., 2000). Therefore, the above-mentioned results suggest that the intensity of the yellow luminescence band in n-type GaN is not influenced by the density of screw dislocations, but is strongly related to the edge dislocations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>DCXRD FWHM (arcsec)</th>
<th>SiH$_4$ Flux (nmol/min)</th>
<th>n (cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>$I_{YL}/I_{BE}$(a.u.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(002)</td>
<td>(102)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(002)</td>
<td>(102)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Characterization results and Si doping condition of n-type GaN samples in series I

Hall measurements were carried out to gain further insight into the behavior of edge dislocations in GaN. Fig. 8 shows the dependence of net carrier concentration of the n-type GaN samples of series I (hollow triangle symbols) on the DCXRD FWHM at the (102) plane. We observed that the carrier concentration decreased with the increase of the FWHM at the (102) plane. This is surprising because the same Si doping is used during the growth of this series of GaN samples. This implies that edge dislocations may influence the net carrier concentration of GaN samples. It is well known that there are many dangling bonds along the edge dislocation lines, and they can introduce deep acceptor centers which may capture electrons from the conduction band in n-type semiconductors (Read, 1954; Podor, 1966). It has been proved that the negatively charged acceptors introduced by the dislocation line act as scattering centers in n-type GaN (Ng et al., 1998; Look & Sizelove, 1999). Therefore, the decrease of free electron concentration shown in Fig. 8 can be attributed to the compensation effect from the increasing acceptor levels introduced by the edge dislocations. This result confirms that the edge dislocations introduce acceptors in n-type GaN samples.

It is widely accepted that the yellow luminescence is caused by the transition of donor-acceptor (DA) pairs (For example, Reshchikov & Morkoc, 2005). The average distance
between donors and acceptors plays a key role in determining the luminescence efficiency of the radiative recombination in the yellow luminescence band. It is found that there are many positively charged donors surrounding the negatively charged edge dislocation core in Si-doped GaN (Krtschil et al., 2003). The transition probability of electrons and holes between donors and acceptors will be higher around edge dislocations as the average distance of DA pairs becomes shorter and the overlap integral between electron and hole wavefunctions becomes larger, which will lead to an enhancement of the luminescence efficiency of the yellow band by the edge dislocations.

Fig. 8. The ratio between integrated intensity of the yellow luminescence band to near-band-edge emission ($I_{YL}/I_{BE}$) (solid squares) and the net carrier concentration (hollow triangles) vs. DCXRD FWHM at the (102) plane for the ten GaN samples of series I.

In order to study the source of donor species involved in the yellow luminescence, a different Si doping experiment was performed in which the series II GaN samples were studied. The structural quality of the series II GaN samples was high, the DCXRD FWHM at the (002) and (102) planes of these samples as narrow as 180 arcsec was obtained. Fig. 9 shows the PL spectra of samples D, E, F, and G, for which the SiH$_4$ fluxes used during MOCVD growth were 0, 0.05, 0.22, and 0.45 nmol/min, respectively. The corresponding electron concentrations are $5.0 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$, $1.5 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$, $8.8 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$, and $1.8 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$, respectively. In Fig. 9, the PL intensity is normalized according to the intensity of the near-band-edge emission. The ratio $I_{YL}/I_{BE}$ increases as the SiH$_4$ flux increases, which is 0.15, 0.23, 0.32, and 0.35 for samples D, E, F, and G, respectively. It is well known that Si impurity atoms act as shallow donors in GaN and can increase the electron concentration in GaN samples. The PL results indicate that Si impurity has an influence on the relative intensity of the yellow luminescence band. This is reasonable if the Si donors are involved in the yellow luminescence in n-type GaN as a component of the related donor-acceptor pairs, although the multiple origins of the yellow luminescence are proved to co-exist (For example, Reschikov & Morkoc, 2005). Due to the high quality of the GaN samples of series II which have a very low background carrier concentration as small as $5.0 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ for the unintentionally-doped GaN and a low dislocation density, a better observation of the correlation between Si doping and relative intensity of the yellow luminescence in these Si-
doped samples becomes possible. For example, as shown in the insets of Fig. 9, the PL spectrum of sample G measured at 10K demonstrates a sharp peak of donor-bound exciton luminescence at the energy of 3.490eV with an FWHM as narrow as 1.6 meV.

The above results suggest that the yellow luminescence is effectively enhanced by the DA pair transitions from donor impurities such as Si to acceptors around the edge dislocations in n-type GaN. It is also found that the edge dislocation and Si impurity play important roles in linking the blue and yellow luminescence bands in n-type GaN films (Zhao et al., 2009b). In addition, there is some relationship between the yellow luminescence band and electron mobility of n-type GaN, but it is not a simple one (Zhao et al., 2007c). In fact, even the intensity of yellow luminescence is often used as an indicator of material quality for GaN, it does not have any monotonous correlation with the electron mobility of GaN.

### 2.2 Fabrication of GaN based UV photodetectors

On the basis of material growth, the fabrication of GaN based UV photodetectors are studied. Firstly the relationship between defects and performance of Schottky barrier photodetectors is investigated, then the fabrication of p-i-n high performance UV avalanche photodiodes are introduced, finally some new GaN photodetector devices are proposed.

#### 2.2.3 Influence of defects on the responsivity of GaN Schottky barrier UV photodetectors

In this section, the effect of defects on the responsivity of GaN Schottky barrier UV photodetectors is investigated (Zhao et al., 2007a). A schematic diagram of the Schottky barrier photodetector structure is shown in Fig. 11. The top transparent Schottky barrier was formed on the n'-GaN layer using Ni/Au (3nm/3nm) metal film, and the bottom Ohmic contact to the n'-GaN layer was made with Ti/Al/Ti/Au metal. Table 3 lists the carrier concentration in the n'-GaN layer and the DCXRD FWHM of three samples A, B, and C.
Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of GaN Schottky barrier ultraviolet photodetectors

Table 3. The main difference in the structure parameters and epilayer XRD characterization result of three photodetector samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples No.</th>
<th>FWHM of DCXRD (arcsec)</th>
<th>n⁻-GaN Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(002)</td>
<td>(102)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. The zero bias spectral response of Schottky barrier photodetector samples A, B and C (See text), where sample C uses undoped GaN layer as $n^-$-GaN layer, samples A and B use lightly Si-doped ones.

We have investigated photocurrent spectra of many Schottky barrier photodetectors with different $n^-$-GaN/$n^+$-GaN structure. Most of them show a high responsivity near the band edge of GaN, which decreases with increasing photon energy due to the reduction of penetration depth of light and the increase in surface recombination of photogenerated carriers. Fig. 11 depicts the spectral response at zero bias for three typical ultraviolet photodetector samples, A, B and C. The $n^-$-GaN layers in samples A and B are doped with Si, but have different carrier concentrations $n$ and DCXRD FWHM values, as shown in Table 3. The peak responsivity is
about 0.20, 0.12 and 0.21 A/W for samples A, B, and C, respectively. Considering the n-\textsuperscript{-}GaN layers of sample A and B are both Si-doped, we firstly investigated the mechanism behind the different responsivity for these two photodetectors. After the device simulation, it is confirmed that the difference in the electron concentration can not be mainly responsible for the difference in responsivity between these two Schottky photodetectors (Zhao et al., 2007a). Actually, sample B has a higher dislocation density as shown by the DCXRD FWHM and a lower responsivity, indicating that dislocations can play a role in decreasing the responsivity of GaN photodetector. A lot of research work have discussed the behavior of dislocations in GaN, and they have confirmed that the dislocation cores are normally negatively charged in n-type GaN (Krtschil et al., 2003). It is reasonable to conceive that dislocation-induced acceptor levels can increase the recombination probability of photogenerated electron-hole pairs and thus reduce the responsivity of GaN ultraviolet photodetectors (Zhao et al., 2006d). Therefore, normally the responsivity of GaN based photodetectors can be improved through decreasing the dislocation density of the epilayer structure.

It is noted that the properties of different kinds of n-\textsuperscript{-}GaN layer, i.e., undoped or Si-doped, may cause a difference in the responsivity of GaN Schottky barrier photodetectors. Fig. 13 shows a comparison of the spectral responses between samples A and C, where the n-\textsuperscript{-}GaN layer of sample C is not Si-doped. Compared with sample A, sample C shows an unexpectedly higher peak responsivity of 0.21 A/W even though it has a higher dislocation density. It suggests that the major difference between the two samples is caused by the Si doping of n-\textsuperscript{-}GaN layer. The positron annihilation experiment has confirmed that the lightly Si doping can increase the concentration of Ga vacancies in comparison with undoped n-type GaN, and lead to a decrease in the minority carrier diffusion length (Zhao et al., 2006e). It is thus proposed that the photo-generated holes can be trapped by the Ga vacancies. The n-\textsuperscript{-}GaN layer in sample C has a lower concentration of Ga vacancies than in samples A and B. Since the photocurrent in the investigated Schottky barrier photodetector mainly comes from the drift current, the concentration of movable photogenerated holes in the depletion region has a strong influence on the photocurrent. The Ga vacancies will trap photogenerated carriers and increase their recombination probability in the depletion region, leading to a serious reduction of responsivity. The Ga vacancies may play an important role in the reduction of responsivity of GaN Schottky barrier photodetectors. It is also found that the Ga vacancies may lead to an increase of leakage current of GaN Schottky barrier photodetectors (Zhao et al., 2010a). Of course, it is also possible that other defects such as Ga vacancies complexes or unknown defects due to the Si doping will increase the recombination of photogenerated electron-hole pairs and reduce the photocurrent.

From the above-mentioned experiment results, using an undoped n-\textsuperscript{-}GaN layer with a lower dislocation density is obviously necessary to achieve a higher responsivity in the GaN Schottky barrier photodetectors. In addition, the unexpected decrease in measured responsivity are observed in a specific GaN Schottky barrier photodetector at high reverse bias voltage (Zhang et al., 2008). A model is proposed which explains the phenomena and suggests that the choice of load resistance is also important for the application of GaN UV photodetectors.

### 2.2.4 Fabrication of GaN avalanche photodiodes

In this section, the fabrication and characterization of GaN-based p-i-n avalanche photodiodes (APD) with large active area are discussed (Liu et al., 2009), which is suitable
for the very weak ultraviolet radiation detection. The cross section and plan view schematic diagrams of a typical GaN p-i-n APD are shown in Fig.13. A 350nm thick SiO$_2$ layer was deposited on the mesa surface by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) to protect the mesa and to passivate the damage induced by dry etching. A Ni (5nm)/Au (5nm) p-contact layer was formed by electron-beam evaporation and lift-off, then Ti/Al/Ti/Au (15nm/250nm/50nm/150nm) multilayer contact layers were evaporated on both n-type layer serving as an Ohmic electrode and thin Ni/Au contact as a top interconnect pad.

![Fig. 12. The cross section and plan view schematic diagrams of the GaN APD](image)

![Fig. 13. The dark current and light (λ=360nm) current measured in the APD with large device area. The solid line represents the calculated photocurrent. The right-hand axis indicates the normalized gain with the unity gain at -35V as shown by dashed line.](image)
The solid circles in Fig. 13 shows the current voltage (I-V) characteristics in dark at room temperature. The dark current for 200 μm-diameter devices with the reverse bias smaller than 20V was on the order of ~ 0.05 nA, which is down to the measurement limit of Keithly 2400 sourcemeter. This very low leakage current of GaN APD with relatively large area was ascribed to the low defect density of the material [The FWHM values of both (0002) and (10-12) XRD were found to be as narrow as ~200 arcsec, the density of screw and edge dislocations is estimated to be about 8×10^7 cm^-2 and 7.3×10^7 cm^-2, respectively.]. As well as the low plasma-induced etch damage of the mesa and the high quality of dielectric passivation. The dark current exhibits a sudden increase at about -38V, as shown in Fig. 14, indicating that the device reaches avalanche breakdown. It means that the impact ionization across the band gap occurs under the high electric field in the depletion region of p-n junction. This process is nondestructive for device. We can prove the reproducibility by performing many times of I-V scan. The breakdown behaviors of the device can be repeated with nearly the same leakage current and the consistent breakdown voltage characteristics. Therefore, the sidewall or local breakdown which may degrade the device is effectively eliminated. Under reverse bias stress near breakdown no light emission from dispersed spots induced by microplasmas was observed. It suggested that the breakdown was uniform in the device. The maximal electric field at the onset avalanche breakdown voltage (V_b=-38V) was estimated to be about 2.9 MV/cm. We attribute this high breakdown field to the optimized growth conditions and the sophisticated device fabrication process which are able to give rise to the uniform breakdown over the entire junction area.

The light current of APD was measured under λ=360nm illumination. As shown in Fig. 13, it is found that the photocurrent (the difference between light current and dark current represented by the curves with hollow circles and solid circles, respectively) takes only very little variation until the device reaches breakdown at high reverse voltage. If the reverse bias increases beyond 38V, the photocurrent increases dramatically. In the obtained light current curves no any significant change is observed even several times of I-V scan are performed, demonstrating a stable multiplication gain of the avalanche process. Then the avalanche gain can be taken by normalizing the photocurrent with setting the low bias flat region as the unity photocurrent gain. Finally the p-i-n APD with a large device area of 200μm-diameter has shown a stable avalanche multiplication gain larger than 57 at a reverse bias of 39V. We can conclude that with optimized fabrication procedures (controlled defects density of wafer, suitable structural design, and sophisticated device process), uniform bulk breakdown and stable avalanche multiplication gain can be achieved in APDs with large area grown on c-plane sapphire substrates by MOCVD.

2.2.5 New structure GaN UV photodetectors

An interesting device structure of GaN photodetectors which can be used for judging the wavelength of incident ultraviolet light is proposed (Zhao et al., 2008b). The device structure is composed of two back-to-back conventional GaN UV photodiodes with very different spectral response between 240 and 360 nm. The wavelength of incident light can be identified by measuring the photocurrent ratio of these two photodiodes, which is not dependent on the incident light power, but just strongly dependent on its wavelength. Fig. 14(a) shows the schematic diagram of the proposed GaN photodetector structure. It is composed of two integrated back-to-back photodiodes, one with p-n and another with p-i-n structure. The first photodiode (PD1), a p-n GaN structure, consists of electrode 1, n-GaN
layer 1, p-GaN layer and electrode 2. The second photodiode (PD₂) is a p-i-n GaN structure, which consists of electrode 2, p-GaN layer, n- GaN layer 2 (i-GaN layer), n⁺-GaN layer, and electrode 3. The photosensitive area of PD₁ and PD₂ is nearly the same when the incident light illuminates the semitransparent electrode of the front side of the device, as shown in Fig. 14(a). The characteristics of the two photodiodes and the electrode transmittance function are calibrated in a preliminary step as they will play a part in the measurements to be performed. The equivalent circuit of the device is shown in Fig. 14(b). Obviously PD₁ and PD₂ form an integrated back-to-back structure. The spectral response of these two photodiodes is simulated, and the designed structural parameters for PD₁ are as follows: the top n⁺- GaN layer 1 and the p-GaN layer are 0.2µm and 0.3µm, respectively, while the carrier concentrations of n⁺- GaN layer 1 and p-GaN layer are 1×10¹⁶ cm⁻³ and 5×10¹⁷ cm⁻³, respectively. The spectral response of PD₁ is shown by the solid line in the inset of Fig. 15. It is seen that the quantum efficiency of PD₁ (QE₁) only slightly decreases with the decrease of wavelength. It is worthwhile noticing that the carrier concentration of the p-GaN layer is relatively high and the doping concentration of the n⁺- GaN layer 1 is low in the designed structure. The latter layer is completely depleted, even when there is a low Schottky barrier between the electrode 1 and n⁺- GaN layer 1. As a result, the electric field in the n⁺- GaN layer is so strong that most of photo-generated electron-hole pairs can be swiftly swept out and contribute to the photocurrent even when the absorption is stronger in the shorter wavelength region. Namely the PD₁ is not much influenced by the surface states. Therefore, the spectral response of PD₁ is quite flat in the wavelength region between 360 and 240 nm.

![Fig. 14. (a) The schematic diagram of the structure for proposed wavelength-characterizing GaN photodetector; (b) The equivalent circuit of the proposed GaN photodetector](image)

The spectral response of PD₂ is different from that of PD₁. The design of structure parameters of PD₂ is as follows: the n- GaN layer 2 and the p-GaN layer are 0.3µm and 0.2 µm, respectively. The carrier concentrations of n- GaN layer 2, n⁺-GaN layer and p-GaN layer are 1×10¹⁶ cm⁻³, 5×10¹⁸ cm⁻³ and 5×10¹⁷ cm⁻³, respectively. As shown by the dashed line in Fig. 15, it is found that the quantum efficiency of PD₂ (QE₂) decreases rapidly with the decrease of wavelength. We can explain the phenomenon as follows: the absorption
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coefficient above the band gap of GaN is as high as in the order of \(10^5\) cm\(^{-1}\), the penetration depth is smaller than 0.2μm in the short-wavelength region (Zhao et al., 2006e). The depletion region is distributed mainly on the side of \(n^-\) GaN layer 2 instead on the \(p^-\)GaN side. Therefore, most of photo-generated carriers in \(p^-\)GaN layer must diffuse to the electric field region (or depletion region) before they can contribute to the photocurrent. When the wavelength of incident light becomes shorter, the absorption of GaN becomes larger, and most of photons are absorbed by the \(p^-\)GaN layer. A large part of photo-generated carriers in the \(p^-\)GaN layer recombine before they reach the depletion region. So the quantum efficiency of the \(p^-i^-n^-\) GaN ultraviolet photodiode decreases rapidly with the decrease of wavelength, as shown in the inset of Fig.16 by the dashed line.

![Graph showing the ratio of quantum efficiency of PD2 to PD1 (QE2/QE1) vs. wavelength of incident ultraviolet light. The inset shows the simulated spectral responses of PD1 and PD2 which are shown by the solid line and dashed line, respectively.](image)

It is noted that for the proposed GaN device, the designed spectral response of PD1 and PD2 must be very different. The spectral response of PD1 is flat while the slope of spectral response of PD2 is much steeper, the latter should be dependent on the wavelength as much as possible. It is why PD1 is a \(p^-n^-\) structure while PD2 is a \(p^-i^-n^-\) structure. For PD2, the thickness and doping concentration of the \(p^-\)GaN layer are carefully chosen. This layer is relatively thick and has a higher carrier concentration to ensure that a large part of the \(p^-\)GaN layer is not depleted. Instead, the \(n^-\) GaN layer 2 has a lower doping concentration. Therefore the main part of \(n^-\) GaN layer 2 is a depletion region with strong electric field. Actually, most of incident photons are absorbed by the un-depleted \(p^-\)GaN layer region and then arrive to the \(n^-\) GaN layer 2 by diffusion to form photocurrent at the junction. However, the \(p^-\)GaN layer should not be too thick, otherwise a lot of photo-generated carriers will not be able to reach the \(n^-\) GaN layer 2 by diffusion, leading to a low quantum efficiency of PD2. There is an electric circuit employed to measure the quantum efficiency ratio of PD1 to PD2 (Zhao et al., 2008). After two logarithm circuits and a subtraction circuit, the quantum efficiency ratio of PD2 to PD1 could be obtained (Kato et al., 1983), then the wavelength of incident light can be determined, since the quantum efficiency ratio of these two photodiodes is strongly dependent on the wavelength but not on the power of incident light.
In addition, a new structure of GaN based Schottky barrier ultraviolet photodetector is proposed, in which a thin n-type AlGaN window layer is added on the conventional n-GaN/n’-GaN device structure (Zhou & Zhao, 2007). The simulation result shows that the new structure can reduce the negative effect of surface states on the performance of Schottky barrier GaN photodetectors and then improve the performance. It is also found that an N-face growth structure can improve the quantum efficiency while a Ga-face structure may cause the decrease of quantum efficiency near the band-edge energy of p-i-n heterostructure UV photodetector (Li et al., 2004). In addition, a new method to estimate the hole concentration of p-type GaN by analyzing the spectral response of p-n+ GaN UV photodetectors is suggested (Zhao et al., 2010b). It is demonstrated that the device simulation is very helpful for the fabrication and designing of new structures of GaN UV photodetectors.

3. Conclusion

In summary, both GaN materials and III-nitrides based UV photodetectors have been introduced. In the aspect of GaN and AlGaN materials, the growth mechanism and the yellow luminescence band related defects are investigated. In the aspect of GaN UV photodetectors, the fabrication and performances of Schottky barrier photodetectors, and the fabrication and characterization of p-i-n structure APDs are studied. We hope all these contents may be helpful for the readers and accelerate the development of GaN ultraviolet photodetectors.
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